Comment Observation and Rebuttals

The Vasodilatory Activity of CGRP

In the September 2013 edition of *Headache*, the article by Bigal, Walter, and Rapoport entitled “Calcitonin Gene-Related Peptide (CGRP) and Migraine Current Understanding and State of Development” contains incorrect information regarding CGRP in the cerebral circulation. They stated, “The vasodilatory activity of CGRP is particularly potent in the cerebral circulation.”

The reference they quoted in support of this statement is a paper entitled “Release of vasoactive peptides in the extracerebral circulation of humans and the cat during activation of the trigeminovascular system.” Goadsby et al measured the levels of CGRP in the extracerebral circulation – their paper had nothing to do with the cerebral circulation.

The only studies that have demonstrated high levels of CGRP in the cerebral vasculature are studies on laboratory animals. While studies on laboratory animals have provided medical science with much valuable information, care should be taken not to extrapolate the results of animal studies too freely to humans because often there are marked variations between species. While the cerebral arteries of some laboratory animals do indeed receive a dense supply of CGRP fibers, human cerebral vessels contain only a sparse network. Note that it was Edvinsson, one of the same researchers that reported the high levels in cats, who also showed that the opposite is in fact true in humans.

The published information available is unambiguous – humans do not have high levels of CGRP in the cerebral circulation. This is particularly relevant in any discussion on the role of CGRP in migraine.
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